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I PAPER 

Reversible Watermark with Large Capacity Based on the 
Prediction Error Expansion 

Minoru KURIBAYASHIt a
), Masakatu MORUt , Members, and Hatsukazu TANAKA tt , Fellow 

SUMMARY A reversible watermark algorithm with large capacity has 
been developed by applying the difference expansion of a generalized inte
ger transform. In this algorithm, a watermark signal is inserted in the LSB 
of the difference values among pixels. In this paper, we apply the predic
tion errors calculated by a predictor in JPEG-LS for embedding watermark, 
which contributes to increase the amount of embedded information with 
less degradation. As one of the drawbacks discovered in the above conven
tional method is the large size of the embedded location map introduced 
to make it reversible, we decrease the large size of the location map by 
vectorization, and then modify the composition of the map using the local 
characteristics. We also exclude the positions such that the modification in 
the embedding operation cannot increase the capacity but merely degrade 
the image quality, which can be applicable to the conventional methods. 
key words: reversible watermark, prediction error, location map 

1. Introduction 

In a general data-hiding technique [1], an embedding oper
ation causes irreversible degradation to an image. Although 
the degradation is perceptually slight, it may not be accept
able to some applications such as medical or military im
ages. For the countermeasure, a lossless data-hiding tech
nique, which is called reversible(invertible) watermark, has 
been developed. In general, in a fragile watermark, some 
information about an image, e.g. LSB bit-plane, is removed 
for embedding a watermark. In the reversible watermark, 
since an original image is completely restored from the wa
termarked image, it is possible to assure its originality. Al
though the localization of the altered area is impossible for 
the reversible watermark, the invertibility will be very at
tractive for some applications such as medical images, mili
tary satellite images, etc. If a digital signature is embedded 
as the watermark, an intentional alteration of image is de
tected from an attacked image, and its security is dependent 
on the applied signature scheme. One of the applications of 
reversible watermark is to manage medical images binding 
with patient's private information by embedding the infor
mation. In this application, the sharing of medical images 
among doctors as the resources for research without reveal
ing private information and the protection for the leak of 
sensitive information are possible. Only a primary doctor 
can retrieve the embedded information. 
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There are many important things in the reversible wa
termark technique; for example transparency, secrecy, ca
pacity, computational complexity, etc. Generally, the per
ceptual quality of a watermarked image is degraded accord
ing to the amount of watermark information. In our paper, 
we focused on not only the capacity, but also the perceptual 
quality, which is referred as capacity-distortion behavior. If 
watermark information is attached with a compressed orig
inal image instead of embedding and the total file size is 
much smaller than the compressed watermarked image, the 
availability of reversible watermarking technique will nar
row down. Hence, the evaluation of the total file size after 
compression is considered in our paper. 

The reversible watermark technique might be classified 
into two methods. One compresses features of an image and 
transmits the compressed bit-stream as a part of the embed
ding information. At the decoding, the embedded informa
tion including the compressed bit -stream is extracted, and 
the original image is restored by replacing the modified fea
tures with the decompressed original features. In [2], each 
pixel is first quantized by a quantization step size L, and ap
pends the embedding information to the compressed quanti
zation noise. Then, the information is added to the quantized 
image. The scheme tends to be superior when the water
marked image maintains high quality. However, for a large 
amount of information, the capacity would be inadequate. 
The other method uses reversible integer transforms to the 
spatial domain of an image, and embeds a watermark infor
mation in the transformed signal values. Tian [3] has pre
sented a difference expansion transform of a pair of pixels, 
which is identical as the Haar wavelet transform, to devise 
a reversible watermark with a large capacity and low degra
dation. His algorithm divides an image into pairs of pix
els, then it inserted one bit into the difference of each pair 
from those pairs that are not expected to cause overflow or 
underflow. In order to recover the original image, a loca
tion map that indicates the modified pairs is embedded as a 
part of the embedding information after compression. Kam
stra et al. [4] improved the capacity for high quality images 
by exploiting low-pass filtered image to predict the location 
map. Alattar [5] extended Tian's method to the difference 
expansion of a vector of several pixels to achieve larger ca
pacity. If the vector consists of n pixels, the capacity is at 
most n/(n - 1) [bpp] (bit per pixel) and the size of location 
map is reduced to 1/ n of its original size. However, if n is 
increased, the embeddable positions are decreased, hence it 
is difficult to achieve the maximum capacity. Moreover, al-
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though the location map is compressed, it does not remove 
all redundancy contained in it. 

In this paper, we propose a new technique to embed 
a large amount of information with less degradation. Our 
main idea is to embed a watermark in prediction errors cal
culated by a well-designed predictor in JPEG-LS [6], and 
to reduce the size of location map effectively. Since the av
erage value of the prediction errors in IPEG-LS is small, 
our scheme can spread out the positions where a watermark 
signal can be embedded without causing both overflow and 
underflow. Such positions are not restricted only in a flat 
region, but also in a noisy one, and hence the distortions 
caused by our embedding may be less perceived. For the 
reduction of the location map, we propose an best composi
tion of a vector suitable for the prediction based expansion 
method. And we study the local characteristics of the local 
conditions of pixels, and find that at some pixels the loca
tion map is not necessary if special conditions, which are 
called absolutely expandable (AE) and absolutely change
able (AC), are satisfied. From our study of composition of 
the location map, it is suitable to exclude the information 
corresponding to AE and AC. Then, the modified location 
map is efficiently compressed by arithmetic coding. It is re
markable that pixels of AC contribute not on the increase 
of the capacity, but on the degradation of the image quality. 
Hence, by excluding such pixels from the embedding posi
tion, embedding a small message at low distortion becomes 
possible. Since such a modification using AE and AC is also 
applicable to the conventional schemes, we estimate the ef
fects of the modification in our simulation. 

The preliminary version of this paper was presented in 
[7], but its simulation results contain errors which are related 
not to the basic embedding algorithm, but to the improved 
algorithm for the composition of the location map. From our 
computer simulated results, we found that the method in [7] 
does not enhance the performance of the compression algo
rithm. Therefore, in this paper we improve the compression 
ratio of the location map by composing the map with new 
approaches, which are presented in Sect. 4. 

In the next section, the different expansion method is 
reviewed, and the predictor applied in IPEG-LS and its 
property are summarized. The basic algorithm of our re
versible watermark is shown in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the ca
pacity is improved by vectorizing several pixels, and by ex
ploiting the conditions, AE and AC, to reduce the size of lo
cation map. The numerical results are described in Sect. 5. 
Finally, we summarize our conclusions. 

2. Preliminary 

2.1 Expanding Differences 

For embedding a watermark, differences among pixels are 
applied. Tian [3] uses two neighboring pixels, Alattar [5] 
generalizes the scheme for neighboring n pixels, and we 
calculate prediction errors for each pixel using a predictor 
in IPEG-LS [6]. Tian's algorithm is capable of embed-
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ding as high as 0.5 [bpp] because one bit is embedded in 
the difference of two pixels, and Alattar's one is as high as 
(n - 1) / n [bpp] for each difference of n pixels. On the other 
hand, our scheme can be at most 1 [bpp] as pixel-wise op
eration is possible by applying the prediction error instead 
of differences among pixels. Note that multiple embedding 
is possible for those methods, the actual capacity becomes 
more than 1 [bpp]. Although the applied differences are dif
ferent in those schemes, the basic idea is identical. 

Let d be a given difference among selected pixels and 
W E {O, 1} be a watermark. The embedding operation based 
on the expansion of differences is given as follows. 

de = 2d + W (1) 

In the inverse operation, It IS sufficient to calculate de /2 
after extracting W (= de mod 2). The pixels are carefully 
selected such that they remain identifiable after embedding 
and they do not suffer from overflow or underflow after em
bedding. In general, each pixel is represented by 8-bit scale 
of [0,255], and overflow and underflow mean that the pixel 
value becomes more than 255 and less than 0, respectively. 
On the expansion of differences, overflow and underflow of 
pixel values should be avoided by carefully selecting the tar
get pair/vector of adjacent pixels. In [3] d is the difference 
of two selected adjacent pixels. On the other hand, for each 
pixel the difference d i , (1 ~ i ~ m - 1) from the mean value 
do of a set of m pixels Xi, (0 ~ i ~ m - 1) is treated in [5], 
where 

(2) 

(3) 

In order to control the embedding operation, the following 
definition is introduced. 

Definition 1: The set of m pixels Xi, (0 ~ i ~ m - 1) is 
said to be difference expandable if, for any Wi E {O, 1}, (1 ~ 
i ~ m), every difference di in the set can be modified to di,e 
without causing overflow and underflow in the set of pixels. 

di,e = 2di + Wi, (1 ~ i ~ m - 1) (4) 

The group of expandable sets is called Ed. 

It seems to be sufficient to modify the difference expandable 
set of pixels to embed a watermark. However, it is difficult to 
distinguish if the modified set is originated from the expand
able set at the extraction step. Hence, the other classification 
of the set is necessary. 

Definition 2: The set of m pixels Xi, (0 ~ i ~ m - 1) is said 
to be difference changeable if, for any Wi E {O, 1}, (1 ~ i ~ 
m - 1), every difference di can be modified to di,e without 
causing overflow and underflow. 

d · = 2l~j + W· (1 < i < m - 1) I,e 2 I, -- (5) 

The group of changeable sets is called Cd. 
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All pixel 
Cd 

Fig. 1 The organization of the sets Ed and Cd. 

It is noted that Ed is included in Cd, which is illustrated in 
Fig.1. In addition, even if the operation of Eqs. (4)/(5) is 
performed to the set of n pixels, the set is still in Cd be
cause the operation Eq. (5) can be preformed again to the 
set without overflow and underflow. After such operations, 
embedding information is inserted in the LSB of the differ
ences de and dc. Hence, it is extracted from the LSB of such 
differences that are determined Cd at the extraction without 
any additional information. 

To ensure invertibility, the locations of the expanded 
differences and the original LSBs of di in Cd \ Ed are ap
pended to a watermark. Because some sets in Ed tum into 
Cd \ Ed after the expanding operation, the locations of the 
original group Ed or Cd \ Ed, which is called location map, 
must be stored. 

In general, there is a trade-off between the distortions 
and the capacity in watermark technique, and it is desir
able to control the trade-off depending on applications. It 
is achieved by introducing a threshold T for the determina
tion of difference expandable or not. When Definition 1 is 
satisfied and Idil < T, the pixel is regarded as expandable. 
Then, the changes caused by the operation of Eq. (4) are re
stricted less than T, and hence the degradation of the image 
quality is controlled. 

Since the size of the location map is basically very 
large, it is compressed by any lossless compression algo
rithm. Let L be the compressed location map, B be the LSBs 
of d in Cd \ Ed, and W be a watermark. Then, embedding 
information w is 

w = headllLllBllW 

= {WtlWt E {O, I}, 1 ~ t ~ (T}, 

(6) 

(7) 

where head is a header file of the embedding information, 
"II" means concatenation, and (T is the bit-length of w. Here, 
(T can be represented as 

(T = Zen(head) + Zen(L) + Zen(B) + Zen(W) (8) 

where the function Zen (x) outputs the bit-length of x. The 
embedding information w is embedded into all LSBs of 
differences of pixels in Cd which are selected from non
overlapping adjacent pixels, 

(9) 

where NEd and NCd\Ed are the number of pixels in Ed and 
Cd \ Ed, respectively. 

In the conventional schemes, the calculation of dif
ferences is based on integer wavelet transform. The basic 
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Fig. 2 The sample points of the fixed predictors. 

method proposed by Tian [3] has been generalized by Alat
tar [5], and further improved methods were proposed later. 
Xuan et al. [8] applied a companding technique for the dif
ference expansion method and Kamstra et al. [4] utilized the 
low-pass image of wavelet transform, which has not been 
focused on before, in order to estimate locally the expand
ability of the high-pass image. Thodi and Rodriguez [9] 
applied a predictor of lossless image compression instead of 
the wavelet transform. The applied predictor guesses a cur
rent pixel x from three sample points aI, a2, and a4 depicted 
in Fig. 2. Since such a predictor is simple, the performance 
can be improved by a well-designed predictor like that of 
JPEG-LS. Moreover, because of its embedding/recovering 
algorithm, the composition of location map is different from 
the method in [3]-[5], which is a disadvantage for the adap
tion of our improved method. 

2.2 JPEG-LS 

JPEG-LS [6] is the algorithm at the core ofthe new ISOjITU 
standard for lossless and near-Iossless compression. The 
algorithm attains significantly better compression ratios, 
similar or superior to those obtained with state-of-the art 
schemes based on arithmetic coding, but at a fraction of the 
complexity. 

Lossless image compression schemes, in general, con
sist of two distinct and independent components: modeling 
and coding. The modeling part is formulated as an inductive 
inference problem, in which an image is observed sample by 
sample in some predefined order. In JPEG-LS, the sample 
points are defined as aI, a2, a3, and a4 depicted in Fig. 2, and 
the current sample x is predicted as x using the four samples 
and the information concerning the previously predicted re
sults. In the coding part, the prediction error E 

E=X-X (10) 

is encoded with an extended family of Golomb-type code 
[11] which is adaptive symbol-by-symbol coding at very 
low complexity. 

The distribution of the prediction error E is well mod
eled by a two-sided geometric distribution (TSGD) [10] 
centered at zero. And E is also extremely sensitive to the 
changes in the four samples. Note that the change occurred 
in one sample is propagating to the following every predic
tion error. 

The main idea of our scheme is to utilize the predic
tion errors calculated by the predictor in JPEG-LS to embed 
information bits in an image. Since the prediction errors 
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follow TSGD centered at zero, the average value might be 
small. Based on this characteristic, a lossless embedding 
could obtain a better performance than that of Haar wavelet 
transform [3], [4] and generalized integer transform [5]. In 
JPEG-LS, only the prediction errors are preserved assisted 
by entropy coding [11]. Therefore, if the original predic
tion error can be recovered from a watermarked image, the 
embedding operation is reversible. 

It seems difficult to modify the prediction error with the 
previously occurring pixels aI, a2, a3, and a4 because those 
pixels are also used for the prediction of other pixels. In
stead, we modify the current target pixel x, which is easily 
calculated by the following equations. 

Xe = X + C + W 

Xc = X + (c mod 2) + W 

(11) 

(12) 

Here, overflow and underflow of the modified pixel must 
be considered, and similar to the conventional schemes that 
consider the trade-off between distortions and capacity, a 
threshold T should be applied for the determination of ex
pandable or not. In order to control the embedding opera
tion, the following definitions are introduced for the expan
sion of prediction errors. 

Definition 3: The pixel x is said to be prediction error ex
pandable if, for any W E {O, I}, x can be modified to Xe with
out causing overflow and underflow. 

Definition 4: The pixel x is said to be prediction error 
changeable if, for any W E {O, I}, x can be modified to Xc 

without causing overflow and underflow. 

Each pixel can be classified into two groups according 
to Definitions 3 and 4. One group contains all prediction 
error expandable pixels whose prediction errors less than a 
predefined threshold T, and the other group contains all pre
diction error changeable pixels. For simplicity, we call them 
expandable/changeable hereafter, and represent them by the 
group E and C, respectively. 

3. Proposed Reversible Watermarking Algorithm 

In this section, we propose a new reversible watermark 
scheme using the predictive coding technique in JPEG-LS. 
A basic algorithm of the inverse operation for the embed
ding is shown. 

3.1 Embedding Reversible Watermark 

The proposed algorithm is composed of two parts for the 
embedding of a watermark; Formatting and Embedding. 
In the formatting, we estimate the expandability of the pre
diction errors calculated in a raster scan order. Then, for the 
current pixel Xi,j if the prediction error Ci,j is in E, it is ex
panded using Eq. (11). If Ci,j is in C\E, its LSB is set to "0," 
which is based on the operation of Eq. (12). After such an 
operation, every prediction error, not pixel value, becomes 
an even number. The embedding operation is simply to add 
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each piece of the embedding information Wt directly to each 
pixel Xi,j E C, which implies the insertion of Wt into the 
LSB of the formatted prediction error Ei,j. Note that for the 
prediction of a current pixel xi,j, previously formatted four 
pixels which are specified in Fig. 2 are used. 

Formatting: For a given image, every prediction error is 
set to even number as follows. 

1. Set a counter t = 1. 
2. Calculate a prediction error ci,j for xi,j' and the follow

ing operations are performed. 

2-1. Modify Xi,j to Xi,j in order to make the prediction 
error Ei,j to be even number when Xi,j E C. 

t,) t,) ifXi,j E E 

{

X " + c·· 

Xi,j = Xi,j + (ci,j mod 2) 
X· . t,) 

if Xi,j E C \ E (13) 
otherwise 

2-2. The location map is produced. 

ifXi,j E E 
otherwise 

2-3. If Xi,j E C \ E, then the LSB of Ci,j, 

B t = Ci,j mod 2, 

is added to B as t-th element. 
2-4. Increment t = t + 1 if Xi,j E C. 

3. Perform step 2 until all pixels are processed. 

(14) 

(15) 

Embedding: For a formatted image, embedding informa
tion w which is produced based on Eq. (6) is embedded as 
follows. 

1. Set a counter t = 1. 
2. Modify Xi,j to X;,j using the embedding information bit 

Wt 

, _ { Xi,j + Wt x · .-
t,) X . . 

t,) 

ifXi,j E C 
otherwise 

3. Increment t = t + 1 if Xi,j E C. 
4. If t ~ 0", go back to the step 2, otherwise quit. 

(16) 

Remark 1: In the step 2 at formatting, the modification 
implies, 

E' . = 1 ~Elii,j j 
t,) 2 

c· . t,) 

ifXi,j E E 

ifXi,j E C \ E 

otherwise. 

Hence, each prediction error in C is set to even number. 

3.2 Extraction and Recovery 

(17) 

On a reversible watermark technique, an original image is 
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recovered from a watermarked image using extracted infor
mation. Therefore, a watermark is first extracted from a wa
termarked image, and then the original image is recovered. 

On the prediction of JPEG-LS, the scanning order is 
very important to recover the original image. Since each 
prediction error is calculated from the previously format
ted four pixels, the same pixels are required for the pre
diction at the extraction. Therefore, the extraction is per
formed for the raster scanned pixel such that the former pix
els are re-formatted similar to the formatting. In this op
eration, not only the embedding information w is extracted, 
but also the formatted image and prediction errors are con
currently recovered. For convenience, we call the operation 
extraction. 

After the Extraction, the original image is recov
ered using wand each re-formatted prediction error Ei,j by 
a Recovery operation. 

Extraction: For a watermarked image, embedded infor
mation w is extracted as follows. 

1. Set a counter t = 1. 
2. Calculate the prediction error E~ . for a current pixel x~ '. 

I,) I,) 

3. If X;,j is changeable, which implies Xi,j E C, then the 
following operations are performed. 

3-1. Extract the LSB of E~ . as t-th embedding informa-
l,) 

tion bit Wt. 

Wt = E;,j (mod 2), (18) 

3-2. Recover the formatted pixel Xi,j from x;,j" 

- , 
Xi,j = Xi,j - Wt (19) 

3-3. Store the re-formatted prediction error Ei,j. 

(20) 

3-4. Increment t = t + 1. 

4. Perform the above step 2 and step 3 until all pixels are 
checked. 

Recovery: Using the extracted information w, the format
ted image, and re-formatted prediction errors Ei,j, the origi
nal image is recovered as follows. 

1. w is divided into three bit-streams, L, B, and W using 
the header file head which is predefined bits from the 
top ofw. 

2. Stretch L to obtain a location map Li,j. 

3. Using B = {BtlBt E {a, 1}, 1 ::; t ::; Zen(B)}, each origi
nal pixel Xi,j is recovered. 

E' . _ I,) x··_-
I,) 2 if Li,j = ° (21) 

Xi,j +Bt if Li,j = 1 and X;,j E C 
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3.3 Capacity 

The capacity of our scheme is dependent on the number of 
pixels in E and the compression ratio of the location map. 
Although prediction error is used in our scheme, the embed
ding information can be represented by w in Eq. (6) and its 
length is (J" in Eq. (8), which is also rewritten by 

(J" = NE + NC\E' (22) 

where N E and N C\E are the number of pixels in E and C \ E, 
respectively. 

In our scheme, each embedding information bit Wt is in
serted into the LSB of the prediction error of the correspond
ing pixel in C. Notice that for a pixel in C \ E, the LSB is just 
replaced by Wt and the LSB is preserved in B, which can not 
be compressed in theory because of its randomness. B is, 
therefore, directly embedded and the bit-length Zen(B) must 
be equal to NC\E. As a result, the bit-length of the water
mark information is represented using Eq. (22) and Eq. (9) 
as follows. 

Zen(W) = NE -Zen(head) -Zen(L). (23) 

4. Improvement of the Capacity 

For the improvement of the capacity, one simple method is 
to increase NE in Eq. (23) by enlarging a threshold T, but it 
causes the degradation of an image. In order to increase the 
capacity without degrading the perceptual quality, we pro
pose two methods to reduce the size of compressed location 
map, Zen(L), in this section. 

4.1 Vectorization 

Since the embedding operation is performed for each pixel 
in the basic scheme, each pixel needs the corresponding lo
cation map, which becomes the same size of an image. Al
though it is compressed, the size may still be large. In order 
to decrease the location map, several pixels are put together 
into one vector which is judged expandable if all pixels in 
the vector are in E. Such pixels should be selected care
fully from an image in our scheme because the raster scan 
order must be followed. Generally, there is a strong mutual 
relation among neighboring pixels, the vectorization can in
crease the capacity efficiently. One simple method for vec
torization is to select successive pixels in a raster scan order, 
and in such a case the definitions of E and C are extended 
as follows. 

Definition 5: The set of m pixels is said to be prediction 
error expandable if, for any Wi E {a, I}, (1 ::; i ::; m), every 
pixels in the set can be expanded by the operation in Eq. (11) 
without causing overflow and underflow. 

Definition 6: The set of m pixels is said to be prediction 
error changeable if, for any Wi E {a, I}, (1 ::; i ::; m - 1), 
every pixels in the set can be changed by the operation in 
Eq. (12) without causing overflow and underflow. 
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I Pi I P21 P31 P41 

(a) raster scan order 

~ 
~ 

(b) zigzag order 

Fig. 3 Selection of 4 pixels for one vector. 

The embedding procedure with vectorization is sum
marized as follows. 

1. For successive m pixels in a raster scan order, the for
matting operation is performed. 

2. If a set of m pixels is in E, a reduced location map is 
set to [i,j lm = 0 and go to the next m pixels. Otherwise, 
[i ,j lm = 1 and performs the step 3 to step 5 using the 
original m pixels successively. 

3. Calculate the prediction error Ci,j based on Eq. (10). 
4. Modify Xi,j to Xi,j for the successive m pixels. 

_ {Xi}. + (ci)· mod 2) x ·· - , , 
t,} - x .. 

t,} 

ijXi,j E C 
otherwise 

(24) 

5. If Xi ,j E C, then the LSB of Ci,j is added to a vector B. 

After the above operations, the size of the produced location 
map is reduced m times from its original size. The vector
ization method reduces the size of location map with a little 
sacrifice of the capacity. Because some pixels in a vector 
which is judged changeable are expandable, the number of 
embeddable positions are decreased by vectorization. 

On the above simple method, a vector is composed of 
successive m pixels in a line. Considering the correlation 
among pixels, however, the selection is not suitable because 
the first pixel becomes far from the final pixel according to 
the increase of m. For example, the selected pixels in the 
above manner is shown in Fig. 3(a) for m = 4. On the four 
pixels PI,P2,P3,P4 that lie in a row, the distance between 
PI and P4 is 3 pixels. For a better selection without loss of 
prediction in JPEG-LS, one candidate of the templates for 
m = 4 is depicted in Fig. 3(b), where the order of the se
lection is followed in the subscription number. In this tem
plate, the distance between pixels is less than -Y5 pixels, 
hence the mutual relation among them is stronger than the 
simple method. In order to evaluate the characteristic, their 
capacity is tested in our simulation, which is discussed in 
the following section. 

In the vectorized scheme, each vector is classified ac
cording to Definition 1 and 2, and a threshold T. The thresh
old controls the trade-off between the capacity of watermark 
information and the distortions caused by embedding. If at 
least one pixel in a vector is not in E, the vector is regarded 
as non-expandable. Then, instead of expansion, each pixel 
in the vector is modified as a changeable or non-changeable 
one. It is remarkable that the decoder of the vectorized 
scheme can apply the same one as the basic scheme because 
the embedded information is extracted from the LSB of the 
prediction errors of pixels in C. In order to recover the orig
inal image, the applied method must be informed, which is 
easily realized by adding such information to the header file 
head. 
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4.2 Composition of Location Map 

In order to reduce the size of L more effectively, we recon
sider the composition of the map. In the basic scheme, the 
map is merely produced by putting "0" or "I" symbol to 
each element if a target pixel is in E or not, and the informa
tion is required for the recovery of the original pixel because 
the operation is dependent on the pixel if it was in E or not. 
Since the location map reflects the characteristic of an origi
nal image, it contains redundancy, which is effectively com
pressed by JBIG2. Such a characteristic is also exploited in 
the conventional schemes [3]-[5]. However, we found that 
the location map contains further redundancy such that sev
eral parts of Li,j are not necessary at the recovery operation. 

For example, several pixels in E are still in the same 
group after the embedding. For such pixels, the location 
map is not required for the recovery operation because they 
are determined by themselves . When a pixel X is in E and its 
prediction error C satisfies an inequality lei < T /2, the for
matted pixel x also belongs to E for the formatted prediction 
error E( = 2c) for any W E {O, I} if Xae' 

Xae = X + 2c + w, 

= x + 3c+ w, 

does not cause overflow and underflow. 

(25) 

(26) 

Although some sets in E turn into C \ E after the ex
panding operation, the others are still in E . Such sets do not 
require the location map at the extraction. Some sets of wa
termarked image which are in C \ E are also determined by 
themselves that they are originated from C \ E if lei 2:: 2T 
because of the following reason. When a set belongs to E, 
the difference lei is less than T . It means that after the ex
panding operation, the expanded difference lee I must be less 
than 2T. Therefore, if lei 2:: 2T, such a set must be in C, 
which is also held at the recovery operation. 

In order to classify such pixels, we defined absolutely 
expandable and absolutely changeable as follows. 

Definition 7: The set of m pixels Xi, (0 :::; i :::; m - 1) is said 
to be absolutely expandable if the following two conditions 
are satisfied. 

1. Every expanded prediction error ci,e is still expandable 
and lei I < T /2. 

2. Each prediction error Ci is calculated using the previ
ously formatted four pixels without loss of prediction 
in JPEG-LS. If some of the four pixels are in the set of 
m pixels, their prediction errors are expanded by dou
bling the values. 

The group of absolutely expandable sets is called AE. 

Definition 8: The set of m pixels Xi, (0 :::; i :::; m - 1) is said 
to be absolutely changeable if the following two conditions 
are satisfied. 

1. Every Ci is changeable and lei I 2:: 2T is satisfied. 
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All set of pixels 

C 
absolutely 

changeable 
CAC) 

absolutely 
expandable 

CAE) 

Fig. 4 The organization of the sets E, C, AE, and AC. 

2. Each prediction error Ci is calculated using the previ
ously formatted four pixels without loss of prediction 
in JPEG-LS. 

The group of absolutely changeable sets is called AC. 

Figure 4 illustrates the organization of the pixel groups 
in an image. The location map corresponding to the posi
tions of absolutely expandable and absolutely changeable is 
not required to recover the original image. Therefore, such 
redundancy is contained in the original location map. 

For the reduction of the size of location map, the in
formation about AE and AC is modified uniformly in [7], 
which is aimed to enhance the performance of the compres
sion algorithm JBIG2. In the scheme, the location map is 
composed by the following rules, 

ifXi,j E AE U AC 
if Xi,j E E \ AE 
otherwise, 

(27) 

where the symbol "*,, indicates "0" or "1" dependent on the 
contexts. And if the symbol is "* ," then Li,j is uniformly 
changed to "0" or "1" because such an operation may en
hance the performance of JBIG2. Although the simulation 
results in [7] showed a better performance compared with 
the Alattar's method [5], by carefully examining the condi
tion in the simulation, the capacity is not so improved. 

Different from the above operation, we exclude the 
information about AE and AC from the original location 
map, which implies to extract the essential information from 
the location map. Such information is concerning a group 
C \ (AC UAE). 

By introducing the Definition 7 and 8, several pixels in 
E and C \ E can be classified into extra groups, AE and AC. 
Although each pixel Xi,j has a corresponding location map 
L . in the basic scheme, the map in pixels judged AE and t,} 

AC can be omitted, which contributes on the reduction of 
the size of len(B). Since the modified location map is not 
a binary image, the adaption of JBIG2 is difficult. Instead, 
we compress the modified map by LZ77 type compression 
algorithm. It is noted that the number of pixels in AE is 
increased if a threshold T is increased, but that of AC is 
decreased, hence there is a trade-off. 

Remark 2: The definitions of absolutely expandable and 
absolutely changeable are easily applied for the conven
tional schemes. The adaption of such a definition will im
prove the capacity-distortion behavior for the difference ex
pansion methods. 
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If the location map is composed by the above proce
dure, each pixel Xi,j must be checked whether Xi,j is in AE 
or AC before a recovery operation is performed. If Xi,j is 
expandable and IEi,jl is less than T, Xi,j must be absolutely 
expandable. And if IEi,jl is more than 2T, then Xi,j must be 
absolutely changeable. For such cases, the recovered loca
tion map from the extracted w is not required for the recov
ery of the current pixel Xi,j. Notice that a threshold T is nec
essary to judge a pixel absolutely expandable/changeable. 
Therefore, such information should be added to the header 
file head. 

4.3 Selection of Embedding Positions 

The distortions caused by the embedding operation is basi
cally not decreased by the reduction of the size of location 
map, thus, it is difficult to achieve a watermarked image pre
serving high quality. One of the factors of the distortions is 
to modify the sets in C \ E based on Eq. (5). It is desirable 
not to modify the sets in C \ E since it contributes not the in
crease of capacity, but on the decrease of the image quality. 
However, considering the invertibility such a modification 
seems to be required. 

In the embedding operation, the embedding informa
tion w is inserted in the LSBs of the differences of all set in 
C. Since C is stable against the embedding operation, the 
embedding positions in a watermarked image is uniformly 
determined. It is why the sets in C \ E are modified in the 
embedding operation. Here, it is remarkable that the sets in 
AC can be excluded from C without loss of invertibility. Be
cause both the embedding and the extraction operations can 
determine if a set in C is absolutely changeable. Byexclud
ing such sets from the modification like Eqs. (5) and (12), 
the distortions in the corresponding positions in the conven
tional scheme can be removed, which improves the quality 
of the watermarked image. 

Let NAC be the number of sets in AC and Pw be the 
energy of the distortions caused by embedding. In the con
ventional scheme, LSBs of differences in AC, which are not 
changed in our method, are changed randomly by the em
bedding operation. Thus, the expected number of changes 
is NAC/2. Since the amount of changes in the difference at 
each difference is only 1, its energy is also 1. Hence the 
expected energy values of our improved method is given as 
follows. 

E(P') = P _ NAC 
w w 2 (28) 

There is a trade-off between N AC and a threshold T. If 
T becomes large, N AC is decreased because of the inequity 
lei ;::: 2T in the Definition 8. Here, along with the size of 
T the number of sets in E is increased and the amount of 
changes in an image exponentially increased. It is clear that 
the increase ratio of P w is much larger than the decrease ratio 
of NAC . Therefore, the improved method effectively works 
while T is small. The improved method is also applicable to 
the conventional difference expansion methods. 
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s. Experimental Results 

We have implemented our algorithm and estimated the ca
pacity and distortions using the RGB color images, "Lena," 
"baboon," "fruits," and "F16" with 512 x 512 pixels. We 
tested the algorithm for each RGB color components (the 
maximum capacity is 3 [bbp]) to evaluate the capacity
distortion behavior. Although the modified values of pixels 
are related to a threshold T, we evaluate the performance 
from the viewpoint of capacity-distortion behavior instead 
of showing the value of T. In the following simulation, the 
capacity is calculated by omitting the size of head as it is 
negligibly small. (It may be less than 100 bits). 

The capacity obtained with various vector size m for 
the image "lena" is plotted against the PSNR in Fig. 5, where 
the vector is selected in a raster scan order template shown 
in Fig. 3(a). This figure reveals that the capacity is increased 
according to the increase of the vector size m. The sim
ilar results are obtained from other images. To achieve a 
large capacity, the vectorization seems one method for the 
improvement of the basic scheme. Next, the capacity of the 
enhanced scheme which modifies the composition of the lo
cation map is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that the capacity 
is improved at all ranges compared with the basic scheme 
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Fig. 5 The comparison of the performance for the number of element of 
the composed vector for an image "lena." 
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Fig. 6 The capacity improved by the modification of a location map for 
an image "lena." 
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and its vectorized scheme. It is remarkable that the largest 
capacity can be achieved for a basic non-vectorized scheme 
even if it can not make a space to embed a watermark when 
the value of PSNR is high. It is noted that there is a trade-off 
between the size of m and the capacity. The increase of m 
results in the reduction of the size of location map by a fac
tor of m, but the number of sets in E is decreased because 
all pixels in the set must be determined prediction error ex
pandable. Moreover, the computational complexity of the 
determination is increased by a factor of m. If one wants to 
get better performance for overall range, we recommend to 
use m = 4 because of the trade-off. In the rest of this section, 
the results are obtained for the constant parameter m = 4. 

In order to estimate the improvement of capacity of the 
proposed three methods; one removes the information about 
AE andAC from the original location map, one excludes the 
set in AC, and the other uses zigzag order for the embedding 
operation. Figure 7 shows the results, where "gzip," "AC," 
and "zigzag" stand for the three methods, respectively. For 
the comparison of the the size of location map, len(L) ra
tional to len(W) is estimated. len(L)/len(W) becomes larger 
according to the increase of PSNR, which is because of the 
capacity-distortion behavior, and it is better to keep the size 
small. As shown in Fig. 8, the combination of our three 
methods outperforms the other improved methods. 

3~----------~----~~----~----~ 

---1------+----1 -- JBIG2(original) 

---gzip 

__ gzip+AC 

0.5 1----+------I---~ 

35 

Fig. 7 The capacity-distortion behavior of prediction error based scheme 
for an image "lena." 
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~ 4 - - - gzip+ zigzag I 
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'- 3 ~ I -
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30 35 40 45 50 55 
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Fig. 8 len(L)/len(W) versus PSNR of prediction error based scheme for 
an image "lena." 
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Fig. 9 Original image. 

Fig. 10 Watermarked image (PSNR 3l.3 [dB], capacity 2.79 [bpp]). 

When a watermark is embedded, a kind of sharpening 
effects appears and the effects grow stronger for the increase 
of the amount of watermark information. For the evalua
tion of the perceptual degradation, an original image "lena" 
and the watermarked image are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, 
respectively. By comparing these images, the perceptual 
degradation is not so serious. 

The improved methods that reduce the redundancy 
from the location map and the embedding positions are 
also applicable to Alattar's scheme [5] under the follow
ing conditions. A spatial quad was assembled from 2 x 2 
adjacent pixels in the same color component, and the algo
rithm are applied to each color component independently. 
On the Alattar's scheme, the original embedding procedure 
that a location map is compressed by JBIG2 is performed 
for vectors of 2 x 2 adjacent pixels. By applying our im
proved method to Alattar's scheme, the vectors are classi
fied into AE U AC, E \ AE, and the others, and are com
pressed by "gzip." For the classification of the case such 
that the set in AC is excluded, we represent those method by 
"Alattar(JBIG2)," "Alattar(gzip)," "Alattar(gzip+AC)," re
spectively. 

For the comparison with the conventional schemes, the 
performance of our improved methods, Alattar's method 
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Fig. 11 The comparison of the capacity-distortion behavior for an image 
"lena." 
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Fig. 12 The capacity-distortion behavior for each images. 

[5], and Thodi's method [9] is shown in Fig. 11, where 
the tested image is "lena." It indicates that the capacity at 
low distortions is not dramatically increased for Alattar's 
scheme. Although the performance of Thodi 's method is 
similar to that of our method, the comparison of the perfor
mance for other images which results are plotted in Fig. 12 
show the superiority of our method. When a noisy image 
like "baboon" is used, the performance at low distortions is 
not so improved. It is because of the difficulty of prediction 
in noisy regions. In spite of the characteristic, our scheme 
can embed more information than the improved Alattar's 
method. The performance of the other two standard im
ages also outperforms the improved Alattar's method. Al
though Thodi's scheme partially shows better score for im
ages "lena" and "fruits," the capacity at low distortion is 
lower than our scheme. 

One of the important properties in reversible water
marking is the total file size after the lossless compression. 
Since the file size of raw file format is very large, it is not 
realistic to transmit the file directly. In order to preserve the 
embedded information, only lossless compression algorithm 
is applicable. Here, we calculate the file size of the com
pressed and watermarked image, and compare it with that 
of an compressed original image and watermark informa
tion that is attached outside of the image. For the evaluation, 
we apply three standard lossless compression algorithms, 
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Fig. 13 The increase of total file size after lossless compression; JPEG-
LS, JPEG2000, and PNG. 

JPEG-LS, JPEG2000, and PNG, which results are shown 
in Fig. 13. The figure confirms that our scheme outperforms 
the Alattar's one, and the reversible embedding operation 
performs well for the lossless compressions, JPEG2000 and 
PNG. Since our predictor is that of JPEG-LS, the increase 
of total file size becomes more than O. Although the result 
of JPEG-LS is lower compared with Thodi's method, it is 
certain that the other predictor is applied for the reversible 
embedding operation in our scheme, the file size will be less 
than the conventional ones. 

Since the reversible watermark technique is a kind of 
fragile watermark, one of the important applications is the 
detection of alteration. In the current form, the embedded 
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information is easily extracted from the watermarked im
age. If the embedding information is encrypted using se
cure cryptographic tools, the secrecy of the watermark can 
be protected. Regretfully, it is not possible to apply for 
the steganography because the statistical distribution of el
ements such as differences of pixels and prediction errors, 
are modified for embedding . 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, a reversible watermark with a very large capac
ity based on the prediction errors calculated in JPEG-LS has 
been proposed. In order to improve the capacity, we have in
troduced a vector which is composed of several pixels and 
the size of the location map is decreased effectively exploit
ing the characteristic of a pixel/vector. Then, considering 
the properties of the predictor, the best composition of the 
vector is designed when the number of pixels is 4. The main 
contribution is to introduce the new definitions, absolutely 
expandable and absolutely changeable, which make it pos
sible to exclude the redundancy of location map. In addition, 
we have proposed an improved method that keeps the distor
tion low when embedding small messages by excluding the 
sets of pixels which are determined absolutely changeable. 
Such improved methods can be applicable to the reversible 
watermark schemes based on difference expansion. The per
formance is evaluated in our simulation, and its results show 
that our scheme outperforms the improved Alattar's one. 
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